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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ~ be a bounded smooth domain in R g (N > 4) and A, # E R. We are concerned with the 
following problem: 
--AY : AU "~- K(x)luIP--lu, in ~, 
--Au = #v + Q(x)]v[q-lv, in ~, (1.1) 
u = v = 0, on 0~, 
where p, q > 1 and coefficients K, Q are positive and continuous functions on ~t. 
In recent years, much attention has been paid to the existence of solutions of the Hamiltonian 
system 
OH 
--Av = -~-~u (U, V), in ~, 
OH "u, (1.2) 
- -Au = -~-v( v), in gl, 
u = v = 0, on 0R. 
Let ~t C R N (N > 3) be a bounded, smooth, and starshaped omain with respect o 0 E R N. 
If H C CI(R2, R) satisfies 
(i) H(0, 0) = OH/0 0~ aH (0, 0) = 0; 
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(ii) OH OH ~-~(~, v), ~-  (u,v) _ > 0, vu ,~ _ > 0; 
(iii) there exist m >_ N/ (N  - 2) and 0 C (0, 1) such that 
mH(u,v )<_OU~u (U ,V)+(1-O)V~v (U,V ), (u,v) CR 2, (1.3) 
then it is proved by Mitidieri [1] that problem (112) has no nontrivial solutions of class C2(fl) n 
C 1 (ft). However, by means of the direct rain-max method of Benci and Rabinowitz (see [2]) and 
using an analytic framework of a suitable family of products of fractional Sobolev spaces, Hulshof 
and vanderVorst [3] (see also [4]) proved that (1.2) has at least one nontrivial solution (where 
OH lu v "% OH (u V "% 0~ ~ , J, ~ , J are replaced, respectively, by f (u ) ,g (v )  with subcritical growth). Results 
related to problem (1.2) can also be referred to [3,5-8] and the references cited therein. 
Letting p, q satisfy 
1 1 N-2  
p +----1 + q+l-- - - - ' Y  P' q > 1, (1.4) 
we call a point (p, q) in the first quadrant of the pq-plane critical, subcritical, or supercritical if 
it is, respectively, on, below, or above the hyperbola (1.4). 
Throughout this paper, we shall assume without loss of generality that p >_ q. We parameterize 
the critical hyperbola by 
N+2+2a N+2-2a  
a e [0, 1). (1.5) 
P= N-2 -2a '  q -  N -2+2a '  
Hulshof, Mitidieri and vander Vorst [7] considered problem (1.1) for K(x)  - 1, Q(x) ---: i on ~t. 
Under some assumptions, they proved that problem (1.1) has at least one nontrivial solution 
(u,v) e (C2(n) n Cl(fi)) 2. 
Before the statement of the main results, we give some notations. Most of them can be found 
in [7]. 
For p and q satisfying (1.4) and a E [0, 1) given by (1.5), define 
X,~ = L p+I (ft) x L q+l (ft) = L 2N/(N-2-2a) (g) × L 2N/(N-2+2'x) (g), 
it follows that the embedding E= ~-* X~ is continuous but not compact (see [3]). Denote by E* the 
dual of Ea and the eigenvalues ofthe Laplacian with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
by)~k (k = 1,2, . . . )  satisfying 0 < A1 _< A2 _< . . . .  
-A I  -A  2 Setting Av, A = ( -z~ -M),  A/~ # )'k, we may view it as an isomorphism (see [7]): 
Ya = (W2'(q+l)/q(~) A Wlo'(q+l)/q(~)) x (W2'(p+I)/P(~t)N Wlo'(P+I)/P(~)) )X :  
= L(P+l)/P(ft) x L(q+l)/q(fi). 
The inverse of Au,;~ : E,~ - -~ E* is denoted by A -1 and the inverse of A t, ~, : Y~, ) X*  /*,X 
by Bu,x. Thus, we have 
A-1 B~,x) 
X* ~-L E~ "'~, E~ - i  X, ,  X* y ,  3_L E~ 
and 
j o B,,~ = A~,~ o i*, K,,~ = Ku,~. 
z = (u, v) 6 E~ is said to be a weak solution of problem (1.1) if 
#V~2 
v~ = (~1,w2) e E . .  
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The corresponding energy functional of problem (1.1) is denoted by 
/. ./. :£ I,,A(z) = Vu-  Vv dx - -~ u" dx - -~ v' dx - - -  K(x)[ul p+I dx 
p+l  
(1.6) 
1 £Q(x)[vlq+~dz, z=(u ,v )  EEa.  
q+l  
It is well known that the nontrivial solutions of problem (1.1) are equivalent to the nonzero 
critical points of Iu,A in E~. 
Equation (1.6) can be rewritten as 
where 
I~,,~(z) = I (A~,Az, z) -- H(iz), 
H(Z) : p-~K(x)lulV+~ ÷q-~Q(x)lv[ q+~, 
dX.,A(:) = A.,~,z - i*aD(i~), 
Then, we have 
Define the dual functional of Iu,x on X* 
by 
,~ : X~ ----+ R 
[-I(iz) = £ H(z) dx, 
1~,:~(w) = [-I*(w) - 1 (K~,j,w, w), 
z = (u,v) e E~. 
where H* : X* --~ R is the Legendre transform (see [7]) of /}  : X~ -----* R with 
P K-1/P(x)Iwll (P+I)/P dx + ~ Q-1/q(x)[w2] (q+l)/q dx, 
p+l  
w = (wl, w~) e x* .  
f-I* (~,) = 
0.7) 




K(x)  = K(xo)  + o ( I x  - s01e), Q(=) = Q(=0)  + o (Ix - x0le), as  x ----+ x0 ,  
contains a subsequence onverging in E~ (respectively, X~) to a critical point of I~,,A (respectively, 
g,A), 
In this paper, we assume that K(x),  Q(x) satisfy the following conditions. 
(A) K(x),  Q(x) are positive and continuous functions on ~. Moreover, there exists Xo E 
such that KM = K(xo) = max~efi K(x),  QM = Q(x0)  = max~ea Q(x), and 
I~,A(zn) ~ c, dI~,,A(zn) ----+ O, strongly in E~ 
* W (respectively, I~,A(n) ~ c, dI~,A(Wn ) ----+ 0, strongly in Za) 
Obviously, I~,A E CI(E,~,R), I~,A 6 (X~,R). Moreover, w E X* is a critical point of I~,A if 
and only if z = B,,Aw is a weak solution of problem (1.1) (see [7]). 
The functional I~,,A e CI(E,~,R) (respectively, I**,,A 6 (X*,R))  is said to satisfy the (P.S.)¢ 
condition if any sequence {zn} C E~ (respectively, {Wn} C X~,) such that as n --+ c~, 
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where fl satisfies 
o~=0 : A+,u > 0, /3=2; 
N-2  [ '#>0,  /3=2-2a ,  
0<a< 2~--~-~-i) : l  N>4+2a,  / ,=0 ,  A>0,  
N-2  {#>0,  ~ =2-2a ,  
2 (N- l )  <a<l :  N(N-4a-4)+4-4a  2>0,  
N-2  [ #>0,  N2-6N+6>0,  /3 -  - -  
a = 2~-~-L-i) : / 3N - 4 
#=0,  A>0,  /3= N-1  
/3 = 2+2a;  
# = 0, A > 0, 
N 
N- I '  
,3 = 2+2a;  
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that N >_ 4, A# ¢ A~ (k = 1,2, . . . )  and one of the conditions on fl 
in (A) holds. Then, problem (1.1) has at least one nontrivial solution (u, v) 6 (C2(Ft) Q C1(~)) 2. 
Moreover, if O < A, # with 0 < Art < A~, then problem (1.1) admits a positive solution. 
For simplicity, we will always denote by lu]t = (fa [u] l dx) 1/I, u C LZ(~), l >_ 1; Iwlx. = 
(fa Iwl I (p+I)/p dx) p/(p+I) + (fa ]wul (q+l)/q dx) q/(q+l), w = (wl, w2) e X* and the positive con- 
stants (possibly different) by C. 
2. PROOF OF  THEOREM 1.1 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.1, we introduce some preliminary lemmas. 
Checking the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [7], we easily have the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. I~,~ satisfies (P.S.)c condition if and only if I~,~ does. 
In order to see for which values of e the functional I~,~ satisfies (P.S.)c, we introduce (see [6,7]) 
the embedding constant 
= in f  n = 1}, 
where p, q satisfies (1.4). 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that N > 4, A# ¢ A 2 (k = 1,2,. . . ) .  
(P.S.)c condition for any 
2KpNq/2 
c< Nr.d(q+l)/(pq-1)r~(p+l)/(pq-1) " "~ M "g M 
PROOF. Let {w~ = (wl,~, w2~)} C X* such that as n ~ oc, 
2KN/2 
> c < NK(q+l)/(pq_l)~(p+l)/(pq_l), dl~,>,(wn) --~ O, 
M "gM 
Then, 
Then the functional Im~ satisfies 
strongly in X~. 
(2.1) 
1 
I~,~(wn) - ~ <dI~,~(w~),wn} = c + o(1) (Iw=lx= + 1), 
whence 
t(M1/P / ]Wlnl(P+l)/P dx Jc QM1/q / IW2nl(q+l)/q dx ~__ / I(-1/p(x)]Wln](P+I)/P dx 
+/a  Q-1/q(x)lw2'~l(q+l)/q dx
< c (lw.Ix - + 1)  
(2.2) 
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Therefore, Iwnlx2 < C. It follows that Zn = (U~,V,~) = B~,,~,w,~ C Y,~ c E~, is bounded both 
in Y~ and E~. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, {zn} is a Palais-Smale sequence of I~,~ at the level c, 
namely, 
I~,),(z~) > c, dI,,),(Zn) , O, 
Rewriting (2.3), we get as n ---+ 0% 
-Av .  = Au. + K(x)lu.lv-lu~ + o(1), 
-A~ = ,~,,  + Q(=) lv ,~lq-~n + o(1), 
strongly in E~,. (2.3) 
in L(P+I)/v(~), (2.4) 
in L(q+l)/q(~). (2.5) 
Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that as n > oc, 
zn = (un, vu) ~ z = (u, v), weakly in Ya, 
the weak limit z -- (u, v) is easily seen to be a weak solution of problem (1.1), then (dIt,,:,(z), z) 
-- 0, and 
(1 ) f~ (1 1 ) /f~Q(x)lv]q+ldx>O ' (2.6) 1 K(x)Iu] p+ldx+ 2 q+l  I.,~ (z) = p + 1 
Setting a.~ = un-u ,  fin --- vn -v ,  then by the Brezis-Lieb lemma [9], we derive that as n - -~ oc, 
~ K(x)[u~] p+I dx = /a K(z)lanlP+~ dx + fa K(x)lu[V+l dx +°(1)' 
/~ Q(x)lv~lq+l dx= ~ Q(x)l/~n'q+l dx + /~ Q(x)[v[q+l dx + °(1)" 
Obviously, 
f l~.~l'dx=o(1), / 3.1Zdx=o(1), l< l<min(p+l ,q+l} .  
Therefore, from (2.4),(2.5), we deduce that as n - -> co, 
-AZ~ = ~ + g(~) l~]p -~ + o(1), 
-A .~ = ~,~ + Q(z)JZ,~I~-IZn + o(1), 
and then, along a subsequence we may assume as n ~ 0% 
/gtVan " Vt3ndx , a, faK(x)[anlV+~ dx ----~ a, 
where a is a nonnegative number. 
Furthermore, from (2.8),(2.9), we infer as n ----* 0% 
(m'~nQ(x)) z/q 
in L(p+I)/P(~), (2.7) 
in L(q+l)/q(gt), (2.8) 
/ Q(x)lf~nl ~+1 dx ~ a, 
/ \ 1/g r 
a= ~rn'~nQ(x)) ]~ Q(x)il3n[ q+l dx +o(1)  
-< fn [Lx~ni(q+l)/q dx + o(1) 
<_/~ Q(q+l)/q(x)lj2~jq+l dx + o(1) 
_< Q~q/~ Q(x)l~nl ~+1 dx + o(1) 
= Q~q/a K(x)[a"[v+l dx + o(1) 
: Q1/Mqa + o(1). 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
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On the other hand, by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, we get 
~ lAanl(q+l)/q dx < Q1/Mq /nK(x)[o~nlP+l dx + o(1 ) 
<- Q1/MqKM .fo + o(1) (2.11) 
< (-}l/q [~. ~z---(p+l) (/~ )q(p+l)/(q+l) 
-- "~ M "*lM'LZpq IA, ,,I (a+x)/a dx + o(1). 
If a = 0, from (2.10), the proof is complete. Assume that a > 0, from (2.10),(2.11), we derive 
that 
-> QM1/q n---+oolim fn [Aan[(q+l)/q dx -> K-(q+I)/(Pq-1)t~-(p-F1)/(pq-1)rd'N/2M ~¢M "Xpq " (2.12) a 
Therefore, from (2.6),(2.12), we obtain 
e = + o(1) 
= fn  Va=.  Vfl,  dx-1--L--p+l In K(x)la=lv+ldx- l-Lq+l fnQ(z)l~lq+~dx+ I,, (z)+o(1) 
=(1 p+11 q+l l  ) a+zg'x(z) 
> 2K N/2 
- NK(q+l)/(pq-1)~(p+l)/(pq- U , M ~dM 
which contradicts the assumption on e. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let N >_ 4, Aft ~ A 2, k = 1, 2 , . . . .  Assume that one of the conditions on/3 in (A) 
holds. Then, there exists a function w = (wl, w2) 6 X* \ {0} such that 
h-N~2 a~pq 
sup I~,x(twl ,sw2) < ]~[lc(q+l)/(pq-1)g-}(p+l)/(pq-1)' (2.13) 
t,s>O 
- " '~M "VM 
where t, s > 0 satisfy t(p+l)/v -= s (q+l)/q. 
PROOF. Set u,,~o (x) = E-N/(p+I)%tl ((X -- XO)/5), Ve,xo (X) = EN/(q+I)vl ((X -- ZO)/£) ,  where (ul, vl) 
is a regular positive radial solution of problem (1.1) on R N with A = # = O, K(x) = Q(x) = 1, 
and x0 e ~ is the interior maximum point of K, Q. By the behavior of u~,~0, v~,~ 0 and after a 
detailed calculation, we obtain from Assumption (A) that 
and 
f K-1/V(x)uP+lo(X )dx K-1/p(x°)/nuP+l" = ~,~o kx) dx + o (e a) 
Jfl 
(2.14) 
/n Q-1/q(x)vq+~(x) dx = Q-1/q(xo) ~ v q+l dx + o (2.15) 
r/'q/(Pq-- 1) f~l/(pq-- 1) By a scaled transform, we may assume that KM= QM = 1. Indeed, set 5 = n M t~M u, 
~) = Z~MWI/(pq--1)~p/(pq-1)~(~M ~, u, v) satisfies problem (1.1). By a direct computation, we derive that 
K(x) lSip_L5 ' in 12, -A~ = A~ + 
-a~ -- ~ + Q(x)i~lq_l,~, in ~, 
QM 
u = v = 0, on 0ft. 
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Now we consider the linear problems 
--AqPE,:ro = O, in fl, 





pt(P+l)/P l K_l /V(x)u~lo dx + qS(q+l)/q r -1/q q+l gl(t ,s)  - - -  Q(x )  (x )%~o dx 
p+l  J a J n q + l  
L tS/nvq (ve'~°-¢~'~°)dx ts2 uVe'~° (u~,~o - ~,~o) dz - -~ e,~o 
g~(t,,)- ~t:~:2 ~,~od~-":£ ~-V  ~,so d~+),t~£~,~,~o~,~,.od~ 
+ #.~ ve,~oCe,~o dx - y ~,~o d~-  ~ Ce,xs d~ 
1 
2 (K~,AD(ze,xo - ¢e,~o), D(ze,~o -¢c , .o ) ) ,  
with D = vt )' ze,.o = (u~,~o, v~,~o), (I)~,.o = (Te,~o, Ce,~o)- 
As in [7], gl(t, s) has a maximum 
A~ + Be 
' - N+2 
(p/(p + 1) ) (N / (N  + 2))A~ + (q/(q + 1) ) (N / (N  + 2))B~'~ N/2 
Ce / 
where 
/~t ~ --1/q q+l  A~ = K-~/P(~)~o d~, Be = Q (~)~e,~o a~, 
C~ £ P f~ = u¢,~o (u .... - ~,~o) dx = vq,~o (v~,~o - ¢ .... ) dx. 
Then, from (2.14),(2.15), we obtain 
£1r(N/2 Mp,q < N--Pq +O(l~,~ol~)O(lue,~ol~(o~)) 




-A~b~,xo = 0, in gt, 
¢,,xo = v,,zo, on Off. 
By the maximum principle, we have 
]~,,~olL~(n) <_ lu,,~olL~(On), I¢,,~olL~(n) < Iv,,~olL~(On). (2.16) 
Letting wE ---- (tWle, SW2~), Wle ---- uPe,~o' W2~ = vqe,~o' t, S __> 0 sat i s fy  t (p+I)/v = S (q+l)/q, we have 
I ; ,~( twl~,  swum) = g l ( t ,  s) + g2(t, s), (2.17) 
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As in [7], we use the term 
Xt2/~ u 2  E,~o dx-#S2/v2 ,xo  dx 
to dominate other terms and push the maximum in (2.13) down along the curve t (p+I)/p = 
s (q+l)/q, t, s >_ O. Here we omit the details. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1,1. Define 
F = {7 e C ([0,11, X~) I V(0) = 0, /~A(V(1)) < 0} ; c* = inf max I~A(v(t)).  
~er te[0,q 
For any w = (wl, w2) ~ X*, 
Thus, there exists a sufficiently small positive number p such that b := inft~lx£= p I~A(w ) > O. 
It is easy to verify that as t, s ~ co, I~A((twl , sw2)) ~ -co ,  where t, s >_ 0 satisfy t(p+I)/p = 
s (q+l)/q and w = (Wl, w2) is as in Lemma 2.3. 
Hence, there is to, So > 0, t(o p+I)/p = s~ q+l)/q, I( towl, sow2)lx*~ > p such that  I~,~ ((tow], sow2)) 
< 0. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we know that there exists a (P.S.)¢. sequence {w~} c X~*, and 
w C X* such that 
wn ~ w, strongly in X*. 
Therefore, c* is a positive critical value of I~,x and w is the critical point of I~,x. Furthermore, 
z = B~,xw is a nontrivial solution of problem (1.1). Finally, in order to show that problem (1.1) 
has a positive solution, as in [7], we just need to consider the modified Hamiltonian given by 
f ,(iz) - p+ l + 
+ + dx, 
where u +, u -  denote the positive, negative components of u, respectively, and r/E (0,1]. 
One obtains exactly as before a nontrivial critical point z~ corresponding to a positive critical 
value cv below the critical Palais-Smale level. This critical value is bounded away from zero and 
2K~/2 ~.(q+l)/(pq-1)~(p+l)/(pq-1) uniformly in 7. Therefore, we may adjust the previous argument and 
extract a convergent sequence zn .  The limit, denoted by (fi, 9), is then a nontrivial solution of 
the following problem: 
= + in a ,  
-Au  = #v + Q(x) (v+) q , in f~, (2.21) 
u = v = 0, on 0~.  
By the maximum principle (see [10]), we deduce that for all ),,~ > 0, ,k# < ,~1, ~ > 0,~ > 0 
in ft. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
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